Introduction.
A type of division algebras of order n2, defined over a field F,-called algebras of type D-has been given by Professor L. E. Dickson.f A further division algebra of order sixteen has lately been given by Professor F. Cecioni.î A great advance in the problem» of the determination of all division algebras has been made in Dickson's recent paper on New division algebras. § In that paper it is shown how to construct algebras T of order p2q2 over a field F, corresponding to the Galois group, of order n=pq, of an equation f(x) = 0, of degree n, irreducible in the field F. General conditions that algebras Y be associative are derived; and, in particular, associativity conditions are deduced for algebras Y whose group for the field F is abelian and has two generators. In §12 of his paper Dickson gives necessary and sufficient conditions, for the case p = q = 2, that an algebra T, whose group is abelian for the field F, be an associative division algebra.
It is the object of the present paper to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for the solvability, in integers, of the diophantine equations which arise in an attempt to satisfy the associativity conditions for an algebra T based on the quartic equation x*+px2+n2 = 0 irreducible in the field of rational numbers. In §2 it is noted that, in view of a known theorem on Tschirnhausen transformations, quite a general situation is being considered when the quartic equation is assumed to be of the above form. In §3 a diophantine equation in six unknowns is obtained which, by simple change of variables (in §4), simplifies to U* -aiRo2 = (A<? -aibiB02)(Fi2 -biCf), where each of ai = 2n-p, bi= -2n-p, aibi is an integer different from a perfect square. In §5, by the use of Dickson's result on the integral solutions of x2 -my2 = zw, the nature of the problem is modified; in §7 necessary and sufficient conditions for the solvability, in integers, of the diophantine equation are obtained and simplified; and, finally, in §9 numerical examples are given which, incidentally, show that the conditions obtained are not inconsistent.
2. Quartic equation irreducible in the field of rational numbers.
It is known* that, by means of a rational quadratic Tschirnhausen transformation, a quartic equation with rational coefficients, irreducible in the field of rational numbers, whose Galois group for the field of rational numbers is the group G4= {I, (12)(34),(13)(24),(14)(23)}, can be brought to the form Xi* + piXi2 +Mi2 =0,
where Pi and «i are rational numbers. Write ni = n2/n3, pi = p2/p3, where n2, n3, p2, p3 are integers. Multiplying the resulting equation through by (p3n3)4 and introducing the new variable x=p3n3Xi, we obtain (1) xi + px2 + n2 = 0, where p=p2p3n32, n = n2n3p32 are both integers.
The following theorem can be easily established.
Theorem 1. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the irreducibilily, in the field of rational numbers, of the equation (1) with p and n rational, are that each of (2) p2 -4ws, Inp, -2n -p be different from a perfect square in the field of rational numbers.
3. Associativity conditions for a division algebra T of order sixteen.
Let us consider an equation (1) which is irreducible in the field of rational numbers and in which p and n are integers. It is proposed to develop algebras of type T, of order sixteen, on the basis of this equation (1). Since this equation is irreducible in the field of rational numbers, n^O; thus the roots of (1) are
* See R. J. Garver, A normal form for certain quartics, Messenger of Mathematics, vol. 56,  No. 12, pp. 184-6.
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Moreover, the Galois group of equation (1) for the field of rational numbers is G4 = {/, 0i, 02, 03=-0i02 = 020i}, where 0x=(12)(34), 02=(14)(23).
In view of Dickson's memoir on New division algebras, §12, consider the quartic equation (1) irreducible in the field R of rational numbers. The roots i,8i(i),82(i), 83(i) of equation (1) This T is an algebra over the field R with the sixteen basal units **/» (r, i = 0, 1, 2, 3), where j3 =jij2, jo = 1 • On the other hand, the algebra P may be regarded as an algebra of order four over the field R(i) with the basal units lfjl,jt,jt = jlJ2.
Special cases of the laws of multiplication give ii* = g, h* = 7, ;Vi = «jjji, J'i = 8r(t)jr, jMÎ) = 4>[8r(ï)]j,(r = 0,1,2,3).
Necessary and sufficient conditions that the algebra T be associative are the following:
where a, g, y are rational functions of i with coefficients in R. Being an even function of i, g must be of the form whence, where c, d, e, f are all rational numbers,
Equating coefficients and combining results, we have
Define a number r¡ of R(i) in terms of a, g, y as follows:
By equations (5) and (6),
Hence, since a and y are both different from zero,
Therefore, by definition of r¡, rf=r¡(did2). Moreover, by equation (5),
The associativity conditions (3)-(6) are now replaced by
) rlr,(ei) = gg(e2)yy(61).
Evidently 77 is of the form 77 = ri3 + si2 + ti + u, where r, s, t, u are rational numbers. Therefore, in view of (5'),
As a result of equating coefficients of like powers of i, we obtain (10) 77 = ri3 + r(p -n)i + u. Equation (6') imposes a condition which becomes, on simplification,
The problem of satisfying the associativity conditions (3')-(6') now becomes the problem of satisfying equation (11) where n and p are regarded as parameters and the capital letters as variables. It will now be proved that all rational solutions of equation (12) Multiply equation (12) through by 4 and rewrite it in the form
Make now the following substitutions in (15) :
Equation (15) then becomes (17) hR22 + U2 = Uo2 + mBo2)(lCi2 + F?).
All integral solutions of (12) give rise, by virtue of relations (16), to integral solutions of (17). Moreover, the totality of those integral solutions of (17) for which are satisfied the following conditions (18), give rise to all the integral solutions of (12):
we bring equation (17) to the form
All integral solutions of (12) are obtained by securing all integral solutions of (20) for which the following conditions (21) are satisfied:
The problem is now reduced to that of considering the solution* in integers (not all zero) of equation (20), where, in view of conditions (2) are given by z = Ael2 + 2flq + gq2), w = s(en2 -2fnt + gfi), x = ± s(eln + fnq -fit -gqt), y = s(lt + nq), * This problem in diophantine analysis cannot be solved by the known methods of composition of forms. For, to obtain solutions by composition, the determinants of IP-aiR}, A1-aJ>iB'i, ana F*-biC2 must be in the ratios of three integral squares (cf. C. F. Gauss, Disquisitiones Arithmelicae, art. 235). Tjhat is, aA/ai = perfect square. This is contrary to restrictions (2) placed on b¡.
t See also a paper by Dickson in the same Bulletin, vol. 27 (1920-21) , pp. 353-365. In that paper
Dickson was led to tije present theorem by the theory of ideals..
where s ranges over the set of rational integers and where e, f, g take only those sets of integral values (finite in number) for which the form el2+2flq+gq2 is a reduced* quadratic form having the same discriminant im as x2-my2, so that p -eg = m.
Consider equation (20) in which it is assumed that each of the integers öi, ii, öiii is different from a perfect square. Let a02, i<? be the greatest integral squares contained in au ii, and let c be the greatest common divisor of ai/a02,bi/b02. Write
Consequently, we can state the restrictions on a, b, c as follows:
(23) c is positive; no one of a, b, c possesses a square factor (other than 1) ; no two of a, b, c have a common factor greater than 1 ; and, moreover, whenever c = l, both a and i are different from 1.
Equation (20) can be written as
Place (24) R = a0Ro, A = A0, B = caQboB0> F = Fi, C = ioC0. Equation (20') now becomes
where a, b, c are subject to conditions (23). All integral solutions of equation (20) are obtained from all those integral solutions of equation (25) Let U = u, R = r, A=ä, B=b, F=f, C = c be an integral solution of (25).
Then U = ua02ba2c, R = raa2b02c, A=äa<?boC, B = ba02b0c, F=fb0, C = cb0 is a solution of (25) satisfying conditions (26). Therefore, equations (20) and (25) are simultaneously solvable (in integers, not all zero), or not solvable. The same is true also of equations (12) and (20) hence, in view of Dickson's solution of the equation x2 -my2 = zw, it is seen that solving equation (25) in integers is equivalent to solving in integers (27a) A2 -abB2 = s(eLi2 + 2/ZiQi + gQi2),
After multiplying equations (27a), (27b) through by e, making the transformation (28) L = eLi + fQi, N = eNi -fTi, Q -Qu T -Tu and replacing/2 -eg by its value ac, we have equations (27a), (27b) replaced
All integral solutions of (27a), (27b) are obtained from all those integral solutions of (29a), (29b) such that the following conditions hold:
(30) L = fQ;N^-fT (mode).
Since equation (25) and equations (29a), (29b) are simultaneously solvable, or not solvable, it is now our purpose to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for the solvability in integers of equations (29a), (29b). It is assumed that a, b, c, d are not only non-zero but also without square factors, and that they are such that no three have a common factor (greater than 1), The greatest common divisor of a and ¿is designated by (a, b). Let
* Vierteljahrsschrift der Naturforschenden Gesellschaft in Zürich, vol. 29 (1884), pp. 209-222.
Cf. also P. Bachmann, Zahlentheorie, Part IV, Vie Arithmetik der Quadratischen Formen, I, pp.
259-266.
Necessary conditions for the solvability of equation (31) 
Necessary and sufficient conditions are: Conditions I and II above, and III: either 7. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the solvability of the diophantine equation. Necessary and sufficient conditions will here be derived for the solvability in integers of equations (29a), (29b), and hence for the solvability of the original diophantine equation (20) . Now, e j¿0 since ac is not a perfect square; moreover, it is initially assumed that s ?*0 since in the contrary case the problem becomes a trivial one. Where e2, a* are the greatest integral squares contained in e, s, respectively, write e = eie2, s = Siff2, «i = (ei,Si)e,, Si = (ei,sî)s2, e2 = (e2,a)(e2,b)e3, ab = (e2,a)(e2,i)a2i2, st = (s2,a)(s2,c)s3, ac = (s2,a)(s2,c)a3ci.
Noting that (e3, ci) = (e3, c) = (e2, c) and (i2, s3) = (i2, s2) = (i, s2), we write Meyer's preliminary conditions are satisfied by both equations (29a'), (29b'). In the notation of Meyer, for equations (29a'), (29b'), respectively, we have the following two sets of four equations each: (33a) ac is a quadratic residue of \e41.
Conditions (33a)-(33e) are equivalent, respectively, to the following conditions (33a')-(33e'):
(33a') For every (positive) odd prime factor of \e4\, a and c are simultaneously quadratic residues or simultaneously quadratic non-residues of the chosen odd prime factor of \e41.
(33b') For every odd prime factor of (e2, a), exactly an even number (including zero) of -(s2, c), e3, s4, a4, b3 are quadratic non-residues of the chosen odd prime factor of (et, a).
(33c') For every odd prime factor of (e2, c), exactly an even number (including zero) of -(s2, a), eb, s4, b3, c2 are quadratic non-residues of the chosen odd prime factor of (e2, c).
For every odd prime factor of (s2, ac), exactly an even number (including zero) of -(e2, b), e4, s3, a4, c2 are quadratic non-residues of the chosen odd prime factor of (s2, ac).
For every odd prime factor of \a4 \c2, e2 and s2 are simultaneously quadratic residues or simultaneously quadratic non-residues of the chosen odd prime factor of \a4 \ct. * We lay aside the trivial case in which one (or both) of equations (29a0, (29b1) has merely the zero solution. statement that, for every positive odd prime factor of \s4\, each of a, b, c is simultaneously a quadratic residue or simultaneously a quadratic nonresidue of the chosen odd prime factor of \s4\. This condition will be given in another form. The condition (on |s4 |) that a, b, c be simultaneously quadratic residues of a chosen s¡, is treated first, under four separate cases. Similarly, the alternative condition, that a, b, c be simultaneously quadratic non-residues of a chosen s¡, is treated later. Case IB. a= -2a6a6 ■ ■ -a\+4. In this case the condition, designated by (34b), is the same as condition (34a) when X of (34a) is replaced (except in the upper limit of summation) by X -2 and a by -a.
Either (s¡-1) E^í*0*-A} =0 (mod 8), and s,-is a quadratic nonresidue of exactly an even number (including zero) of the prime factors of a; or (j, -1) {Y^Í*a<~M -4 (mod 8), and s¡ is a quadratic non-residue of exactly an odd number of the prime factors of a.
Case ID. a= -a6a« • • • «x-mThe condition in this case, designated by (34d), is the same as (34c) after X has been replaced (except in the upper limit of summation) by X -2 and a by -a. In formulating the condition, designated by (37b), for this case, modify the statement of condition (34b) for Case IB in the same way as the statement of condition (34a) is modified to give condition (37a) for Case 2A. Similarly, the condition, designated by (37d), for this case is again an analogous modification of condition (34d) for Case ID.
The corresponding set of conditions for b, denoted by (38a), (38b), (38c), (38d), are obtained from conditions (37a), (37b), (37c), (37d), respectively, by replacing a by b, X by p, a,-by bt.
The corresponding set of conditions for c, denoted by (39a), (39c), are obtained from conditions (37a), (37c), respectively, by replacing a by c, X by v, a,-by c,.
All the foregoing conditions,-namely, (34a), The results may now be summarized. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the solvability in integers of equations (29a'), (29b'), when it is assumed that i^O, are given as follows:
Condition I and conditions (33a)-(33e), or the equivalent conditions (33a')-(33e'), must hold; and, according to the character of a, b, c, for every odd prime factor of |í4 | either one condition must hold from each of the three sets of conditions Conditions IIIA, IIIB must hold.
There are combinations among these last conditions (IIIA, IIIB) which are not consistent.
There are twenty-five possible ways of combining a condition of IIIA (i) for equation (29a') with a condition of IIIB (i) for equation (29b'); but it is readily seen that the following twelve combinations are inconsistent: e^sia^c m 2,6, efsfabc* = 3,5,7 (mod 8) ; e^sfaïbc = 3,5,7, efsfabc2 = 2,6 (mod 8).
By taking e = s = 1, we find that the remaining thirteen pairs of congruences can be satisfied.
Of the five ways of combining a condition of IIIA (i) with the condition IIIB (ii), it is seen that three give consistent combinations and the remaining two give inconsistent combinations.
Of the twenty-five ways of combining a condition of IIIA (i) with a condi-tion of IIIB (iii), it is seen that only two give consistent combinations: namely, «4*5/0^ = 2,6, efsfabc2 s= 4 (mod 8),
where e4 is odd. These two pairs of congruences can be satisfied by e = 5 = 1, a = l, ¿ = 17, c = 2; e* = 5 = l, 0 = 1, b = 3, c = 2, respectively. Of the five ways of combining the condition IIIA (ii) with a condition of IIIB (i), three give consistent combinations and two give inconsistent combinations; the combination of condition IIIA (ii) with condition IIIB (ii) is a consistent one; of the five ways of combining the condition IIIA (ii) with a condition of IIIB (iii), all five give inconsistent combinations.
Of the twenty-five ways of combining a condition of IIIA (iii) with a condition of IIIB (i), it is seen that only two give consistent combinations: namely, e4*54*0*¿í = 4, efsfabc2 = 2,6
(mod 8),
where e4 is odd. These two pairs of congruences can be satisfied by e = s = 1, a = 2, 6 = 17, c = l; e=s = l, a = 2, 6 = 3, c = l, respectively. All five ways of combining a condition of IIIA (iii) with condition IIIB (ii) give inconsistent <»mbinations.
Of the twenty-five ways of combining a condition of IIIA (iii) with a condition of IIIB (iii), it is found that fifteen give consistent combinations and ten give inconsistent combinations. Here it is somewhat more difficult to determine whether or not a combination is consistent. The following fifteen combinations are the only ones which can be satisfied.
The combination is satisfied by e = 2, s = l, a= -1, i = 15, c = 7.
Since c4 cannot at the same time be both odd and even, eight combinations are immediately excluded as inconsistent.
As is later proved in Theorem 4 of §8, the remaining two ways of combining a condition of IIIA (iii) with a condition of IIIB (iii) give inconsistent combinations.
Finally, out of the 121 combinations of a condition of IIIA for equation (29a') with a condition of IIIB for equation (29b'), there are exactly thirtynine consistent combinations and eighty-two inconsistent combinations.
Incompatibility
of certain congruences. It will here be shown, in Theorem 4, that, as stated in the preceding section, certain combinations of a condition from IIIA (iii) with a condition from IIIB (iii) are inconsistent. Theorems 2 and 3 are lemmas for Theorem 4. Under the (additional) restriction that e2s2 is relatively prime to abc, Theorems 5, 6, and 7 can be proved. In this case, there are exactly thirty-seven consistent combinations of a condition of IIIA for equation (29a') with a condition of IIIB for equation (29 b') . Since the square of an odd integer is congruent to 1 modulo 8, on multiplying both sides of the latter congruence by (e2, c)e7b3 we obtain Hence,
and, since e4 is relatively prime to a, 6, c and e7 is odd, q = 4(e7b3c3 -s4a4Ci) (mod 8) = 0 (mod 8).
Theorem 3. // e4 = 2e7, b=c (mod 8), and a = 5b (mod 8), then k=0 (mod 8).
The proof of this theorem is similar to that of the preceding theorem. By Theorem 3 it is seen that k=0 (mod 8). Thus Theorem 4 is proved when x = \, y = 5.
The following theorems are of interest when it is assumed that e^2 is relatively prime to abc. is inconsistent when h = 3 and k = 7, A = 7 and k = 3, k = 5 and k = i, or h -\ and k = 5. Raymond J. Garver,f using different methods and different notation, obtained criteria for the solvability in integers of equation (25) By imposing further restrictions on p and «, Garver treated the norm conditions for a division algebra and set up examples of division algebras of order sixteen satisfying all his conditions. All conditions (40) are satisfied by examples (iv) and (vii) above. In examples (ii) and (vi) all except the first of conditions (40) are satisfied. In example (viii) only the first and the third of conditions (40) are satisfied. In examples (i), (iii), (v), and (ix) (in which a0 = 2, 6o = 6), only the last of conditions (40) is satisfied. On taking e = s = 1 we see that example (iv) satisfies all our previous conditions and, without modification, gives rise to a solution of equations (25) and (20), and of the original equation (12).
* When one solution of equation (25) is known for a given » and a given p, an infinite number of solutions are known; for, if U=\, R=it, A=v, B=p, F=a, C-=t is an integral solution, then also is U " r¡r¿X, R=r¡r ni, A=rv,B =r\p, F = r*T,C=rtr, where rt an d r s are arbitrary integers. t R. J. Garver, (I) On Tschirnhausen Transformations, (II) Division Algebras of Order Sixteen,
